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Abstract
This article describes an inter-language semantic
network analysis examining the differences between
articles about China in the Chinese and English
versions of Wikipedia. It explores the differences in
the content of Wikipedia through (a) correlation
analysis of semantic networks and (b) the salience of
semantic concepts through their network centralities.
The results suggest there is high dissimilarity
between the semantic content of the English and
Chinese versions of articles on China. While both
pages focused on government, population, language,
character, diplomatic relations, development of the
economy, and science and technology, the Chinesespeaking and English-speaking contributors framed
the article on China differently—according to
dissimilarities in cultures, values, interests,
situations, and emotions of different language
groups. This research contributes to the literature
and understanding of how culture of different
language groups influences the process of
crowdsourcing knowledge on online collaboration
platforms.

1. Introduction
Wikipedia is the largest free online encyclopedia
that is globally and collaboratively generated.
Although Wikipedia is a compilation of facts, it is not
a culturally neutral space [1]. People with different
cultural, social, national and linguistic backgrounds
contribute to various language editions of Wikipedia.
Wikipedia provides a gigantic virtual arena for the
public to negotiate the definition and meaning of
social reality according to their personal preferences,
which are enmeshed in specific cultural and linguistic
contexts. The cross-language analysis of Wikipedia
articles is valuable for intercultural studies because
millions of people read, contribute, and edit these
articles. Cultural values and meaning are transmitted
through this collaboration platform, allowing scholars
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to analyze rich and detailed digital trace data. Fitting
with its role as an open source collaboration platform,
Wikipedia’s repositories of various cultural values
can also be easily obtained from different language
versions of Wikipedia articles.
Previous research on inter-language analysis of
Wikipedia articles mainly studied the geographic
focus [2, 3], famous and prominent people [4-6],
historical figures [7], editing behavior [1], user
interaction [8], and article structure [9] of Wikipedia
editions in different languages. Additionally, concept
overlap [10], inter-language links [11] between
Wikipedia versions in multiple languages have been
examined. Many of these studies confirmed the
existence of regional bias and differences in different
language editions of Wikipedia. However,
insufficient attention has addressed how contributors
speaking different languages frame the content on
Wikipedia according to their cultural preference and
interests. This paper conducts a computer-assisted
semantic network analysis: which examines and
visualizes concept centralities and association to
determine the salience of concepts in a text [12].
Here, semantic network analysis is used to explore
and map the similarities and differences of the
Wikipedia articles on China in both Chinese and
English, thus providing an example of studying how
language groups frame the same topic differently.

2. Inter-language Analysis of Wikipedia
Article
Articles in Wikipedia are the outcome of a
continuous collaborative effort of many volunteer
contributors who speak different languages. Previous
studies have analyzed the similarities and differences
of Wikipedia articles in different languages. Among
the activity of all 287 language editions of Wikipedia,
approximately 15% of edits are made by bots [13].
Also, only a small proportion of users produced most
of the content of Wikipedia articles [14]. 90% of
users contributed less than 10% of the overall
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contributions in all language editions [15]. The core
group of contributors does not consist of experts, but
people who are heavily involved in Wikipedia and
interested in open collaboration and free knowledge
exchange [16].
Besides the similar patterns of contributors’
activities, scholars have also studied the bias in
Wikipedia across different language editions. Hecht
and Gergle [17] found that across 25 different
Wikipedia language versions, only 0.12% of all
concepts (6,966) are covered in all 25 language
editions. Rask [18] examined the connection between
the activity of Wikipedia contributions and a
country’s development, finding that Wikipedia
activity at a national level is correlated with the score
on the United Nations Human Development Index
(HDI). By classifying Wikipedia articles as locations
and calculating the ratio between locations where the
respective language is spoken and locations where it
is not, Overell and Ruger [3] studied how biased a
particular Wikipedia page is toward speakers of its
language, and confirmed the Steinberg Hypothesis
that “everyone has a localized fish-eye view of the
world.” In particular, they found the English
Wikipedia was much more biased than the Chinese
Wikipedia, and attributed the small bias in Chinese
Wikipedia to the fact that Wikipedia has been
blocked in China at various degrees since 2004.
When studying the 30 most popular articles about
individuals in each language edition, Eom and
Shepelyansky [5] found that local heroes are
dominant, occurring among the top 30 people in each
language version. Through comparing articles of
famous people in the Polish and English editions of
Wikipedia, Callahan and Herring [4] found
systematic differences related to cultural differences,
histories, and values of Poland and the United States.
Network Analysis of Wikipedia Articles.
Scholars have used network analysis methods to
address the differences among Wikipedia articles
across different languages. For example, by looking
at the networks of links between a set of biographical
articles on the 15 largest language Wikipedias,
Aragon et al. found the networks are more similar for
geographically or linguistically closer communities
[7]. Similarly, Hecht and Gergle [17] used in-degree
sums and PageRank sums as indicators to show the
existence of self-focus of 15 language editions.
Warncke-Wang et al. used the inter-language link
network to measure the similarities and differences
among all of Wikipedia language editions and found
that language similarity was positively correlated
with the similarity between editions [10]. Also, they
found the concept overlaps across different language
platforms were about general topics, mainly

countries, cities, and lists of events. Nemoto and
Gloor [8] studied the networks of users talk and
editing behavior in the English, German, Japanese,
Korean, and Finnish editions and found that the
Japanese and Korean editions showed a less stable
collaboration
network
than
their
Western
counterparts.
Although this research has been significant in
using advanced algorithm models and network
analysis methods to measure the differences among a
vast number of Wikipedia articles in multiple
language editions, it reduced the inter-language
differences to dissimilarities among people, location,
topics, categories, article structures, cross-language
links, and user behaviors, without paying sufficient
attention to meaning of the semantics. Semantic
network analysis describes a wide variety of
“computer supported solutions” that enable scholars
to “extract network of concepts” from texts and
discern
the
meaning
represented
[19].
Semantic social network analyses have been used to
identify trends in online content on YouTube [20],
and predict popular concepts based on content from
blogs and forums [21]. Jiang, Barnett, and Taylor
used semantic network analysis to analyze the
patterns of keyword associations in the coverage of
the Arab Spring in the United States and in China to
examine the cultural characteristics reflected in news
frames [12]. This paper uses semantic network
analysis methods to examine the specific semantic
differences that emerged from articles in different
language editions of Wikipedia, as well as to map
how different language speakers illustrate the
meaning of a particular concept in various ways on
Wikipedia.

3. Semantic Network Analysis
Computer-assisted semantic network analysis
developed from examining the visibility and cooccurrence of specific vocabularies in texts. Rooted
in the cognitive paradigm [22] and the tradition of
frame semantics in linguistics [23] scholars have
argued that words are hierarchically clustered in
memory [24]. Thus, spatial models that illustrate the
relations among words are representative of meaning
[25]. The structured semantic representations of
multiple connections between various concepts are
regarded as semantic networks [26]. Therefore,
semantic network analysis (SMA) is a form of
content analysis that identifies the network of
associations between concepts expressed in a text
[27, 28].
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This paper focuses on analyzing the salience of
concepts in textual mediums. The word salience
means “making a piece of information more
noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences”
[29]. A textual medium can make a piece of
information more salient through repetition or by
placing it in a prominent position in the semantic
structure of the content [29]. A textual medium may
also “make bits of information more salient by
associating them with culturally familiar symbols”
[29].
SMA is a useful method for analyzing the
salience of a concept. It can generate a visual map of
the semantic structure of the content, illustrating both
the position of individual concepts appearing in a text
and the complex associations among them.
Specifically, the salience of a concept can be
measured by analyzing its centrality in the text. For
example, Jiang et al. [12] compared the salience of
the concepts related to democracy in coverage of the
Arab Spring in the United States and China by
analyzing the centralities of concepts, such as
democracy, free, rights, election, and vote in
semantic networks of coverage of the Arab Spring
from The Associated Press and Xinhua News Agency.
Measures of centrality reflect the location and the
importance of a concept in relation to other concepts
in the network [30, 31]. SMA also examines the
concept associations by looking at the communities
or the concept clusters that compose the semantic
networks and the frequency with which concepts cooccur nearby. Additionally, through analyzing the
relationships between different semantic networks,
the similarity of various texts can be determined.
This research uses semantic network analysis to
examine the differences and similarities of the
content of articles on China in Chinese and English
Wikipedia pages.

This discourse helps to mix international cultural
values and preferences into a dominant worldview.
China—with its emergence as an economic power—
may also have increased its influence on this
worldview, on or off the Internet.
Because the concept of “China” carries a rich
connotation of the Chinese culture globally, an
analysis of the content about China in Chinese and
English Wikipedia provides a convenient and
efficient way to reveal cultural bias of Chinese and
English speakers.
According to the Wikimedia traffic analysis
report, the edits of English Wikipedia mainly come
from English-speaking countries including the United
States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia [32];
and the edits of Chinese Wikipedia mainly come
from Chinese-speaking countries and regions
including Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan
[33]. Although Wikipedia has been sporadically
blocked in China, many editors from Mainland China
reported that they could access Wikipedia using
proxy servers. From November 2011 to March 2014,
the percentage of edits of Chinese Wikipedia from
Mainland China increased from 20.9% to 43.4% [33].
This paper assumes that articles about China in
Chinese and English Wikipedia reflects how Chinese
and English language groups illustrate the image of
China according to different cultures, values, and
interests.
The articles about China, in both Chinese and
English, were retrieved on January 13, 2016 from
Wikipedia. Table 1 describes the general information
on the editing history of each article. The English
page has more contributors and edits than the
Chinese page. The Chinese-speaking editors have a
higher average number of edits per user compared to
the English-speaking editors.
Table 1. Edit History of Wikipedia Articles

4. A Semantic Network Analysis of the
Articles of China in Wikipedia.
4.1. Articles of China in Wikipedia and
Research Questions
The cultural values of China (e.g. Taoism,
Confucianism) have made tremendous impacts on the
Eastern sphere of human society. To a certain extent,
the cultures of English-speaking countries and the
Chinese culture are somewhat polarized, with the
former emphasizing individualism and the latter
emphasizing holism. Globalization, international
trade and the development of advanced information
technology have increased dialogue between cultures.

Article of China
Number of Bytes
Number of Contributors
Number of Edits
Average Edits per Person

Chinese
192,220
2,218
8,409
3.79

English
230,512
4,192
14,960
3.54

Two semantic networks were created based on the
analysis of word co-occurrence. One is the Chinese
semantic network of China (SCC); the other is the
English semantic network of China (SEC). The
research raises the following questions to identify
different framing strategies adopted by the Chinesespeaking and English-speaking contributors:
R1: What is the relationship between SCC and SEC?
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R2: How many concept clusters are there in SCC and
SEC?
R3: What are the most central concepts in each
cluster?
R4: What are the most frequent concept associations
in each cluster?

4.2. Procedures
The first step in the research process was to clean
the texts. Syntactically functional words (e.g. a, an,
the, 的, 地，得) were removed, different forms of the
same word (e.g. China/Chinese, 法 / 法 律 ) were
stemmed, and some bigram words were combined as
one concept (e.g. Communist Party). The second step
was to generate the semantic matrices from the edited
texts. The principle of producing the links between
words in semantic network was based on the
measurement of word co-occurrence. Miller argued
that people’s working memory had a capacity of
“seven plus-or-minus two” chunks, indicating people
can process seven meaningful units, plus or minus
two, at a time [34]. Based on this argument, besides
the word China, 150 most frequent words that
occurred within seven concepts of each other in an
article were considered connected regardless of the
number of words separating the terms [35]. The
analysis was restricted to 150 words to keep it
parsimonious and at the same time provide sufficient
depth to clearly identify the similarities and
differences among the semantic networks between
groups. The first two steps were conducted using the
ConText software [36] and Python.
In the third step, the two semantic networks were
examined through UCINET [37] and Gephi [38],
which are software for network analysis, graphics,
and statistical computing.
UCINET uses Quadratic Assignment Procedure
(QAP) correlation analysis to calculate the
relationship between SCC and SCE. QAP correlation
is similar to the traditional correlation analysis. The
only difference is that QAP uses a nonparametric
technique that does not rely on assumptions of
independence to determine significance. The
algorithm proceeds in two steps [37]. First, it
computes Pearson’s correlation between the
corresponding cells of the two networks. Second, it
randomly permutes the rows and columns of the
matrix and re-computes the correlation hundreds of
times to determine the proportion that is larger than
or equal to the measure calculated in the first step. A
small proportion (< .05) suggests that there is a
strong relationship between networks that is unlikely
to have occurred by chance. UCINET also calculates
the normalized degree and eigenvector centralities of
each concept in the two semantic networks. Degree is

the total number of direct links to or from a concept.
Eigenvector centrality indicates a concept’s overall
network centrality [39]. A concept’s eigenvector
centrality increases relatively if it is tied to more
central concepts.
Gephi [38] calculates the clusters of networks by
conducting modularity analysis [40] that measures
how well a network is compartmentalized into subnetworks, and creates visual maps of semantic
networks. In the visual maps, the size of each word’s
label depends on its degree centralities (the total
number of direct links), such that the larger the
object, the more central a word is in the description
of China. Lines on the maps indicate the presence of
a relationship between each pair of words. The
thicker lines represent a stronger relationship
between two words. Also, the shorter distance
between two words, the closer relationship there is
between them. For visual maps of SEC, the English
translations of the Chinese words were noted next to
the Chinese labels.

4.3. Results
Table 2 illustrates the overview of SCC and SCE.
SCE is denser and with stronger concept links. This is
probably because the English version of article on
China is longer and has more contributors and edits.
The 150 Chinese words were translated into English
words. Among the 150 most frequent English words
in the two networks, there are 62 common words
(Table 3).
For R1, the results of QAP correlations revealed a
non-significant correlation (r = .02, p = .055) between
the two semantic networks, indicating great
dissimilarity between the semantic content of the
English and Chinese versions of article on China.
For R2, from Table 2, there are six concept
clusters in SCC, and there are five clusters in SCE.
Graphic representations of SCC and SEC are
presented in Figure 1a and 1b. Different colors
represent the various clusters of the semantic
networks.
Table 2. Overview of SCC and SCE
Density
Mean Link Strength
SD of Link Strength
Number of Clusters

SCC
.141
.285
1.047
6

SCE
.297
.77
1.907
5

Table 3. Common Words between SCC and
SEC
art

Food

leader

power

Asia

Free

level

reform
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begin

Global

mainland

relation

Beijing

government

Mao

religion

central

Group
Han

Macao
military

research

century
character

Health

minority

Security

citizen

High

modern

Shanghai

CommunistParty

HK

movement

social

congress

increase

network

system

culture

influence

official

Taiwan

development

international

organization

technology

economy

issue

plan

trade

education

Japan

policy

establish

language

politics

family

largest

population

revolution

USA

To answer R3, Table 4 illustrates the five most
central words in each cluster and their eigenvector
centralities in the whole networks, as well as the
percentage that the number of words in each colored
cluster out of the total number of words (150) in SCC
and SEC.
Table 4. The Percentage of the Number of
Words and Eigenvector Centralities of the 5
Most Central Words of Each Cluster in SCC
and SEC
Red

Orange

Yellow

Blue

Figure 1a. Graphic representations of SCC
Green

Purple

SCC 22%
government .30
people .23
Communist Party .14
central .14
system .11

SEC 10%
government .22
politics .15
Communist Party .15
rights .10
education .08

SCC 12%
nationality .16
new .16
culture .13
language .11
character .10

SEC 18%
policy .13
official .13
population .11
religion .10
ethnic .10

SCC 17%
mainland .27
HK .17
population .14
relation .13
Macao .11

SEC 14%
foreign .16
Beijing .14
international .14
Shanghai .13
territory .11

SCC 13%
development .21
begin .19
technology .16
opening .10
high .14

SEC 39%
Dynasty .19
culture .17
military .17
development .17
war .14

SCC 22%
largest .29
economy .22
world .22
USA .16
organization .15

SEC 19%
world .24
economy .21
largest .19
growth .14
GDP .05

law .20
security .11
provision .11

SCC 14%
food .10
right .07

To answer R4, Tables 5a-5f illustrated the 5
strongest word associations in each cluster.
Table 5a. The 5 Strongest Word
Associations in the Red Cluster
SCC

SCE

Figure 1b. Graphic representations of SEC
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people congress
local government
people military
highest institution
governmentmechanism

30
12
11
10
10

secondary education
education school
secondary school
human rights
government rights

framing strategies they used are substantially
different.

23
20
15
14
9

Table 5b. The 5 Strongest Word
Associations in the Orange Cluster
SCC
architecture tradition
language character
official language
common language
common character

SCE
population census
ethnic group
child policy
language speak
urban population

19
16
11
10
8

25
24
22
19
18

Table 5c. The 5 Strongest Word
Associations in the Yellow Cluster
SCC

SCE

Macao HK
HK university
center city
cross-strait relation
diplomatic relation

18
16
10
8
7

Beijing Shanghai
HK Macao
territory dispute
Beijing Chongqing
Shanghai rank

17
15
15
14
10

Table 5d. The 5 Strongest Word Associations
in the Blue Cluster
SCC
opening reform
laser technology
high-speed railway
information technology
aerospace technology

22
16
12
9
8

SCE
Qing dynasty
Song dynasty
science technology
dynasty culture
Han dynasty

21
21
20
20
18

4.4.1. Authority VS Democracy. “Government” is
the first and second most central word in SCC and
SEC. Also, it is the most central concept of the red
clusters in both SCC and SEC. But the number of
words of the red cluster in SCC is twice as large as in
SEC (Table 4), indicating that the Chinese
contributors allocate much more attention to
government issues. The government clusters include
words that different language groups tend to associate
together on these pages. Interestingly, these
associations are culturally distinct, replicating
political-cultural values of the respective cultures.
While the Chinese contributors portray “government”
as the central and most important institution
indicating the cultural value of respecting authority,
the English contributors interpret it from the
perspective of human rights, which is one of the key
elements of democracy.
The orange clusters have a slightly different
focuses in each of the pages, with words about
nationality in SCC and population in SEC.
Both the clusters discuss language and character
but with a different emphasis. While language and
character are closely associated with common in SCC
(Table 5b), they have close associations with variety,
minority and ethnic groups, such as Uyghur and Tibet
in SEC (Figure 2a). Each of these emphases reflects
Chinese values of communality/respecting authority
and Western values of diversity, respectively.

Table 5e. The 5 Strongest Word Associations
in the Green Cluster
SCC
world largest
world trade
economy increase
become USA
exceed USA

19
9
8
6
4

SCE
world largest
world economy
economy growth
economy GDP
global economy

70
29
26
22
16

Table 5f. The 5 Strongest Word Associations
in the Yellow Cluster in SCC
food security
free right
law constitution

24
11
10

anti corruption
religion faith

8
7

4.4. Implications
The results suggest that when discussing
knowledge about China, although both the Chinese
and English speakers focused on describing aspects
of politics, economy, culture, and development, the

Figure 2a. Orange Cluster in SEC
In the Chinese page,
the Han language and
dominant and official
Chinese society after
contributors seem to

there is a discussion of how
character has become the
language and character in
thousands of years. The
assume that respecting a
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common language becomes the responsibility of the
Chinese citizens.
In the English page, although the contributors
acknowledged the official role of Han language, they
also valued the existence of diversity, emphasizing
that “there are as many as 292 living languages in
China,” including ethnic minority languages in Tibet,
Xinjiang, and also southwest, northeast, northwest of
China [41].
4.4.2. Cooperation VS Dispute. In the yellow
cluster, mainland and foreign are the most central
words in SCC and SEC in terms of eigenvector
centralities, respectively. Both the two yellow
clusters map the network linking China’s big cities,
two Special Administrative Regions (Hong Kong,
Macao), and Taiwan. However, different relations are
expressed between China and Taiwan in SCC and
SEC. The Chinese-speaking contributors emphasize
the establishment of formal diplomatic cross-strait
relations (Table 5c). Also, this focus demonstrates the
main body of Chinese Wikipedia editors that come
from Mainland and Taiwan had engaged in editing
conflicts over political topics related to Cross-Straits
relations. Slightly different from establishing crossstrait relations, the English contributors focus on the
territory dispute in Taiwan and they associate Taiwan
closely with the concept foreign (Table 5c, Figure
2b).
The Chinese and English contributors’
descriptions of the relations between China and
Taiwan reflect the ideas of two different foreign
policies. The Chinese page describes the free trade
agreement and the integration and convergence of
cultural industry between China and Taiwan. In
contrast, the English Wikipedia writes: “The People's
Republic of China has administrative control over 22
provinces and considers Taiwan to be its 23rd
province, although Taiwan is currently and
independently governed by the Republic of China,
which disputes the PRC's claim.” [41].
These contextual differences are reflective of the
common ideologies in Chinese-speaking countries
and the English-speaking western countries. Starting
in the 21st century, Confucian rhetoric has
emphasized pacifism as part of the image of Chinese
culture. Confucian rhetoric proposes that harmony
facilitates common development and growth [42].
However, in many English-speaking countries,
democracy frame foreign policies and is highly
valued. For example, the United States is regarded as
the global leader and guardian of democracy and
freedom [43]. Also, the commitment to democracy
makes the United States views itself as “a righter of
wrongs around the world, in pursuit of tyranny, in

defense of freedom no matter the place or cost” [44].
These differences may be affecting how Chinesespeaking
contributors
and
English-speaking
contributors frame the relations between China and
Taiwan.
4.4.3. Nationalism. The different semantic content
between SCC and SEC’s blue clusters and green
clusters express the nationalism and patriotic
emotions of Chinese contributors.

Figure 2b. Yellow Cluster in SCC and SEC

The Chinese contributors emphasize the
development and achievements of advanced lasers,
aerospace, the high-speed railway, and information
technology after China’s reform and opening to the
world. However, the English contributors tend to
portray history, culture, and science and technology
of ancient China, while the modern technological
development is at the peripheral of the blue cluster in
SEC (Table 5d).
Exceed USA VS Economic Issue. Moreover, the
green clusters in SCC and SEC both emphasize the
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prominent role of China in the global economy.
However, the green cluster in SCC emphasizes the
competitive relations between China, the United
States, and other developed countries, such as Japan.
Specifically, in SCC, the verbs become and exceed
are closely associated with the USA and Japan (Table
5e, Figure 2c). In contrast, in SEC, when describing
China’s relations with the United States and Japan,
the English contributors uses the phrase remain
behind, “China's investment in basic and applied
scientific research remains behind that of leading
technological powers such as the United States and
Japan” [41]. Furthermore, in SEC, while the
economic growth of China is mentioned, the English
contributors also raised concerns about the rapid
development of the economy, including air, water,
and other environmental pollution (Figure 2c).

4.4.4. Food Security, Education Law, Anticorruption, and Citizen Right. The concept of law
is unique in SCC. In addition to the five clusters
mentioned above, the SCC has a unique cluster
centered about the concept law. In Figure 2d, the
concept of law is closely associated with aspects of
food
security,
education,
anti-corruption,
constitution, and citizen rights. Western media are
often critical of these issues in China.
To some extent, this unique cluster reflects how
the Chinese contributors defend their country against
common critiques from citizens from other cultures.
For example, Transparency International has
published the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI)
since 1995, and China was recognized as having the
highest perceived levels of corruption in 2014 [45].
However, Chinese contributors wrote that: “the CPI
ranks of China in 2014 was seriously inconsistent
with the facts that China has achieved significant
progress in anti-corruptions…To solve the food
security related problems, the Chinese government
will integrate multiple institutions to accelerate the
establishment of new food standards and industrial
system of food security, and meanwhile start to
promote the scientific knowledge of food security.
[46]” The strong associations between law, food, and
security also reflected the public concern about
Chinese food security that due to the environmental
and agricultural pollution.

Figure 2d. Purple Cluster in SCC

5. Conclusion

Figure 2c. Green Cluster in SCC and SEC

In conclusion, this paper conducted an interlanguage semantic network analysis to examine and
map how Chinese and English speakers illustrate the
meaning and image of China in different ways on
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Wikipedia pages. Both pages are focused on
government, population, language and character,
diplomatic relations, development of economy,
science and technology topics. However, the
Chinese-speaking contributors and English-speaking
contributors frame the article on China in different
and often opposing ways.
The findings of this study not only confirms the
existence of differences in Wikipedia articles in
multi-language editions found in previous research,
but also extent the knowledge of the regional
differences of Wikipedia articles to the meanings of
the content that are influenced by cultures, values,
interests, situations, and emotions of different
language groups. In particular, the Chinese-speaking
contributors of Wikipedia framed the article from the
perspectives of respecting authority and emphasizing
harmony, which are aspects of cultural essence of
Chinese-speaking countries and regions. The Chinese
contributors also demonstrated the emotion of
patriotism that might due to the rapid development of
economy and science and technology in China. The
English-speaking contributors expressed their
emphasis on the Western-society’s core value of
democracy and thus demonstrated critical attitudes
toward the authority of the Chinese central
government and Communist Party in terms of human
rights and territorial dispute.
On the one hand, the crowdsourcing knowledge
emerged from online platform needs to be used with
caution because of the regional cultural and
ideological bias. On the other hand, online
collaboration forums, such as Wikipedia, have
provided an important channel for different language
groups to negotiate the dominant world culture in the
process of crowdsourcing knowledge according to
their personal preferences, which are enmeshed in
specific cultural and linguistic contexts. Because
Wikipedia is continually updated, in the future, it
would be meaningful to examine if the differences
between the English and Chinese version of the
Wikipedia articles become smaller due to
globalization and cultural convergence [12]. It is also
interesting for scholars to compare the content of
English Wikipedia with the content of Baidu Baike,
which is a Chinese-language collaborative web-based
encyclopedia and more representative of mainland
Chinese communities.
Methodologically, this study used QAP
correlation analysis to identify the overall similarity
of the semantic networks between the articles on
China in Chinese and English Wikipedia pages. Also,
it examined differences in the two Wikipedia pages
by analyzing the salience of the concepts, which is
operationalized
through
calculating
concept

centralities and associations the above in semantic
networks. Miller’s argument about people’s working
memory and the related concept of chunk of
information [34] has been applied to this study to
establish the semantic networks, which is created by
identifying 150 frequent words with co-occurrences
within seven concepts. However, people’s working
memory differs due to different language and culture
[47]. Future research of inter-language semantic
network analysis also should test the results using
different units of analysis, such as 3, 5, and 9, to
construct the word co-occurrence matrix.
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